A very warm welcome to our Autumn newsletter.
From our Blog: Canine nutrition Q&A - Part I
We are what we eat, and the same is true for our four-legged friends.
We can't stress enough how much a balanced diet is important for your
pet's health, so we've prepared a Q&A for you with common questions dog
owners have regarding their pet's nutritional needs! Read more...
You can find the 2nd part of this article on this link

WOULD YOU KNOW HOW TO REACT AND WHAT TO DO
IN AN EMERGENCY SITUATION?
Learning the basics of canine first aid may help you to save your dog's life.

Click here to find out more

Canine first aid

Dog trivia

Cat Fact

Horse Fact

Dogs have about 1,700
taste buds. (We humans
have between 2,000 –
10,000)

Cats have an extra
organ that allows them
to taste scents in the air

Arabian horses are one
of the oldest horse
breeds in the world,
dating back 4,500 years
in the Middle East.

News
Police dog unit recruit springer spaniel from rescue centre
THE latest recruit to Dorset Police's dog unit is looking forward to a fresh
start in life after officially joining his fellow canine detectives.
Young English springer spaniel Jeff had been receiving support from
Margaret Green Animal Rescue (MGAR) before being adopted by the force.
Read More....

Itchy and scratchy: Mutual horse grooming put under the spotlight
If you’ve got an itch, you’re unlikely to get anyone other than a friend to
scratch it. The same goes for the horse world, according to fresh research in
Japan.
Teikyo University of Science researchers Masaki Shimada and Nae Suzuki
set out to learn more about the contribution of mutual grooming to
relationships within a feral horse herd. See More....

HAVE YOU LIKED OUR FACEBOOK PAGE?

Click here to LIKE US
We share lots of tips and educational posts, but we also share lots of fun too!
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